Multicomponent stimulus interactions observed in basilar-membrane vibration in the basal region of the chinchilla cochlea.
Multicomponent stimuli consisting of two to seven tones were used to study suppression of basilar-membrane vibration at the 3-4-mm region of the chinchilla cochlea with a characteristic frequency between 6.5 and 8.5 kHz. Three-component stimuli were amplitude-modulated sinusoids (AM) with modulation depth varied between 0.25 and 2 and modulation frequency varied between 100 and 2000 Hz. For five-component stimuli of equal amplitude, frequency separation between adjacent components was the same as that used for AM stimuli. An additional manipulation was to position either the first, third, or fifth component at the characteristic frequency (CF). This allowed the study of the basilar-membrane response to off-CF stimuli. CF suppression was as high as 35 dB for two-tone combinations, while for equal-amplitude stimulus components CF suppression never exceeded 20 dB. This latter case occurred for both two-tone stimuli where the suppressor was below CF and for multitone stimuli with the third component=CF. Suppression was least for the AM stimuli, including when the three AM components were equal. Maximum suppression was both level- and frequency dependent, and occurred for component frequency separations of 500 to 600 Hz. Suppression decreased for multicomponent stimuli with component frequency spacing greater than 600 Hz. Mutual suppression occurred whenever stimulus components were within the compressive region of the basilar membrane.